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Lancia Aurelia B20 GT VI-th series 1957 RHD Chassis N°: B20 3899

Always a pleasure to welcome one of our ex-Lancia Aurelias back

into our stock! As my customers and friends know, the Lancia Aurelia

is one of my favourite classic cars. As a result of this passion for

Aurelias, my classic car garage has built-up over the years a strong

reputation and became a specialist for these famous Lancias. This

Aurelia ( is one of the 25 or so) was sold new in the UK (Mist's

Garage - Birmingham) and while in the hand of successive British

owners, very well taken care of. A comprehensive history file with

letters of former owners also contains many, many bills and

photographs of the bare metal and full mechanical restoration

executed by specialist Peter Harding from Hampshire. Structure,

body, paint, upholstery, mechanical presentation, road behaviour... all

these characteristics can only be qualified as TOP! Not surprising to

notice that to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Aurelia, the June

2000 edition of Classic & Sportscar magazine chose this beautiful

Aurelia as a bright star for their reportage. From 2005, this Lancia

Aurelia resided in Belgium in the hands of a dedicated enthusiast and

my classic car garage could ensure her follow-up. Sold back to a

British enthusiast in 2010 which enabled to reclaim the valuable 5

COJ numberplate. As can be seen from the photographs, this Aurelia

still demonstrates a sparkling presentation inside-out. For extra

comfort Lancia Flaminia seats were trimmed in matching leather and

installed into the car. Having benefitted from a full mechanical

restoration in the past and thanks to the powerful 2,5 litre V6 engine

combined with the typical transaxle mechanical lay-out, driving this

6th series Aurelia can only be described as sensational. Maybe the

Aurelia acquired over the last 15 years just a gentle touch of patina ,

but, in my opinion, this only makes her more attractive! Are you in the

market for a top-class Aurelia? Well, search no further: here she is!

Brand Lancia

Model Aurelia B20 GT VI-th series

Year 1957
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